
 We are envisioning a Race, Gender, Sexuality, COALITION space where people feel 

welcome to hang out, talk politics, work on projects/assignments. Like a library-type space, with 

comfortable seating but also firm tables and chairs and computers. It differs from a library space 

because of its functionality. People know this space to be welcoming to/committed to all 

intersections of identity and issues surrounding them. Broadly, it is a coalition space where we 

can feel comfortable venting frustrations or working toward progressive changes. Specifically, it 

contains art / writing works (on the walls) from students regarding race, gender, sexuality. It 

contains archived issues of zines or projects from prior WMST seminar classes. This space is 

open and well-stacked with provocative art forms. There is a coffee/tea spot within or nearby, so 

people are attracted to the space/can get refreshed while using the space. The space is student-

run, and employs students who are on call to respond to complaints regarding discrimination on 

campus. This is a potential (and encouraged) meeting space for Pride, Sankofa, LAO, ASU, 

Women’s Collective, etc. There is a continuous canvas of sorts in this space, where people can 

add art / post works they’ve written. This canvas space could simply be one of the walls in the 

room. There is music playing through speakers— a continuous playlist of sorts which is open for 

anyone to add to. Mainly, people may come here to hang out and that is encouraged, but this 

space should function as the go-to support center for students who are facing discrimination or 

other identity-related troubles on campus. This space contains the appropriate personnel to guide/

support students who may be questioning their sexuality and need someone to talk to or need 

information. This space provides condoms, birth control info, sex info, SUPPORT in the form of 

written documents and actual student ambassadors/personnel. 


